
Graziella's jewellery-sculpture awarded at OroArezzo 

A bracelet from the "Storie-Racconti" collection has won the Première 2017 award 

The jewellery piece, created by Del Brenna, has received recognition for its level of  creativity. 

AREZZO – Graziella has won an award in the Jewellery-Sculpture category on the occasion of  OroArezzo in 
May 2017. The expo was characterised, as usual, by the Première competition, organised to celebrate the beauty 
and creativity of  Italian goldsmithing and requiring all companies participating in the competition to create a 
women's bracelet. Graziella, an Arezzo-based company specialising in the luxury sector and active in most 
markets throughout the world, presented a bronze jewellery piece from the collection "Storie-Racconti". The 
bracelet, designed and created by artist Cesare Del Brenna, transformed whimsical and playful elements from 
childhood games into sculpture, offering a perfect journey through time and memory. 

The jewellery description reads: "the bracelet is a wearable sculpture and tells a story: childhood re-emerges in 
the figures of  the animals that populate it, on a journey through time and within fantastical memory. The 
sculptor, Del Brenna, a renowned artist from Arezzo whose name has long been linked to goldsmithing and the 
Graziella Group, created the piece." Winning the Première award is a further proof  of  the quality of  the 
company's production, gaining important recognition and confirming its place among the companies which 
exemplify Italian production excellence.	 "The bracelet is the expression of  the creativity and innovation that have 
characterised our identity for years," commented Eleonora Gori, Graziella's retail manager. "The award received during OroArezzo 
testifies to the quality of  our production and the work of  Del Brenna, who never fails to create jewellery-sculptures that are wearable 
works of  art». 
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